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Overview since Apr. 2007Overview since Apr. 2007

 The final (skew) reaction
wheel stopped temporarily in
May, then stopped for good
on July 12, 2007.

 After ~1 month of trying to
restart the wheel, an end to
science operations was
declared.

 The project is in a closeout
mode that should be
complete by the end of GFY
2008.

FUSE Performance, 

April 2007



Overview since Apr. 2007Overview since Apr. 2007

 The final (skew) reaction
wheel stopped temporarily in
May, then stopped for good
on July 12, 2007.

 After ~1 month of trying to
restart the wheel, an end to
science operations was
declared.

 The project is in a closeout
mode that should be
complete by the end of GFY
2008.

FUSE Performance, 

July 2007



Timeline of EventsTimeline of Events

 May 8, 2007:  Skew wheel friction increase slows wheel to
a stop over ~17 minutes.
 Immediate attempts to restart wheel fail.

 May 13, 2007: Wheel is restarted temporarily.
 Lack of safe mode allowing a wheel bias truncates restart.

 May 23, 2007: Presentation to NASA-HQ.
 May 24, 2007: With new safe mode in place, wheel is once

again started spinning.
 Bias of approx. -3000 rpm maintained; friction ragged at first, but

then systematically but slowly decreasing with time.
 Developed capability for LVLH-to-pole slews with bias on wheel.

 June 12, 2007: FUSE is slewed to N-pole.  Join a pre-
planned T/L.
 As a precaution, T/Ls planned with no zero-crossings, using only

“half” of the wheel.



Timeline of Events, conTimeline of Events, con’’t.t.

 June 29, 2007: Second presentation to NASA-HQ.
 OK to proceed, and to solicit proposals for “Cycle 9” granted.

 July 12, 2007: Skew wheel stops rapidly and unexpectedly.
 Review of TLM shows no evidence of problem prior to failure.

 Next month spent trying to recover motion in ANY wheel.
 Series of hot and cold soaks in attempt to break wheel(s) free.
 Semi-automated procedure developed to alternate direction of applied

torque.
 Aug. 14, 2007: Message sent to NASA-HQ recommending termination

of science operations.
 Aug. 17, 2007:  Meeting at NASA-HQ; SciOps ends officially.

 Close-out plan and budget presented and accepted at that time.
 Next ~two months spent obtaining long dark exposures and running

various modest engineering tests.
 Oct. 18, 2007: Satellite decommissioned.  End of on-orbit operations.



Skew Wheel PerformanceSkew Wheel Performance
((Data from March 2007Data from March 2007))
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Degradation of WheelDegradation of Wheel
((April-May 2007)April-May 2007)



Run up to May 8 EventRun up to May 8 Event



Run up to May 8 EventRun up to May 8 Event

Initial event
(Day 121)

Slow increase
followed by

glitch.

No impact on
guiding



Run up to May 8 EventRun up to May 8 Event



May 8 Event DetailMay 8 Event Detail

+2900 rpm

-1200 rpm

Safe-Bdot
Commanded

|

Δt = 17 min.

Safe-Bdot attempted to command wheel to -2000 rpm.



May-June ActivitiesMay-June Activities

 May 13: From cold start, warmed wheel while applying full torque; got
wheel moving for ~8 hours, but pointing/power concerns caused need
to return to LVLH.  Wheel stopped.

 May 13 - 24:  Developed “biased” safe mode and LVLH patches (so
we could keep the wheel spinning AND maintain a safe configuration),
test, and upload.

 May 24: Got wheel running again, and this time were able to maintain
safe mode and power.
 Biased wheel at ~4000 rpm.

 Just let the wheel crank while monitoring performance.
 Slowly improved to just about pre-anomaly performance.

 Developed ability to simulate LVLH-to-pole slews that avoided zero-
crossings.

 Developed T/L procedures to avoid zero-crossings.
 June 12: Executed slew to N-pole and returned to operations.



May-June WheelMay-June Wheel
ImprovementImprovement

< March 2007; period used to
define “normal” friction.

< June 6-13, 2007; period just
prior to return to ops.

< June 13-15, 2007; period
just after return to ops.



Managing Wheel SpeedManaging Wheel Speed

Biased Safe Mode
Performance

Operations Performance
Since June 12, 2007



Before/After Performance ComparisonBefore/After Performance Comparison

M1031407 observed on July 20 2004
M1051201 observed on July 30 2003
M1051211 observed on June 13 2007

Calibration unchanged

Resolution unchanged



Wheel Performance SummaryWheel Performance Summary
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Run up to July 12 EventRun up to July 12 Event



July 12 Event DetailJuly 12 Event Detail

Wheel stopped from 2800 rpm
within two TLM updates.    -->



Major Close-out Activities @ JHUMajor Close-out Activities @ JHU
(GFY 2008)(GFY 2008)

 End-of-Mission observations, calibrations, and tests.
 Passivation and Decommissioning of satellite.
 Retrieve, assess, and deliver wheel data to NASA.
 Disposition of UPRM LEO-T antenna and supporting equipment.
 Continue/Complete reprocessing/redelivery of all FUSE data to MAST.

 Includes obtaining jitter data for “missing year” of data.
 Revise and Deliver Archival Documentation to MAST.
 Transition FUSE Web presence to MAST.
 Catalog and Deliver all mission documentation to NASA Code 400

Library.
 Security safing and Dispensation of control center and other hardware.
 Generation of Technical and Final Reports for delivery to NASA.
 Closing the books.



EoM On-Orbit ActivitiesEoM On-Orbit Activities

 Final Down-looking airglow (science) program.
 Discretionary program.

 Detector Dark Exposures (doors closed).
 STIM lamp calibrations.
 Several Engineering tests requested by NASA

(e.g. power system, RF test in support of AIM,
etc.)

 Detector “stress tests” in support of COS.



Detector DarksDetector Darks

 Decided to take end-of-mission dark data while the baffle doors were
closed.
 No darks were obtained earlier in the mission due to concerns about

ramping up detector high voltage with possible pressure build up inside
the baffles, and amount of time required to obtain data.

 The doors were designed not to close tight, so some unknown amount
of scattered light was expected.

 The plan was to collect and evaluate the data, but not change
CalFUSE to use a dark calibration file.
 CalFUSE models exposure background based on day and night time

scattered light calibration images, but only a scalar value for the dark rate.

 786 exposures were obtained from 1 Aug. - 17 Oct. 2007 for a total of
1.8 Msec day time, 1.0 Msec night time.



Detector Darks, conDetector Darks, con’’t.t.

 Detector 1 dark rate was as expected, 3.2e-7 cts/sec/pix. Day time rate is
<10% higher than night time, so the LiF1 and SiC1 doors are well closed.

 Found that the SiC2 door does not close anymore, so Detector 2 day
time data are contaminated by airglow. Night time rate is 4e-7 cts/sec/pix.

 Dark rates vary by 20% with orbital position.
 Explains why CalFUSE has to iterate the intrinsic count rate when forming the

background model for each exposure.
 Found that event bursts disappear when the doors are closed.
 Total counts obtained were too low to derive true flat field images, but

structure can be seen in the summed data.
 The data could be used to create dark calibration files, but it's not clear that

an improved background subtraction would result.
 One improvement identified would be the background modeling for

SiC1B LWRS exposures since the spectra fall near the bright edge at the
bottom of the detector segment. The edge is currently scaled along with
the scattered light rather than as an intrinsic component.

What (if anything) to do with these data is undetermined at this time.



SiC2 Baffle  Door AnomalySiC2 Baffle  Door Anomaly

•  Discovered during EoM airglow observation program.
•  No change in SiC2 ct rate whether door commanded open or closed!
•  Door has probably been open since 6 June 2004! (Thermistor/HOP failure?)(T
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Wheel AnalysesWheel Analyses

 Have performed summary analyses of all wheels and delivered to
NASA.  (Examples shown).
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Previous Wheels: Similar?Previous Wheels: Similar?



Satellite DecommissioningSatellite Decommissioning
(Oct. 18, 2007)(Oct. 18, 2007)

 Disable FDC rules (safety
protections).

 Discharge batteries and reset
max threshold to prevent
charging.

 Leave all computers in
“standby” mode (no command
processing).

 Leave load on bus.
 Turn off RF transmitter.
 [Go drink beer.]



Satellite DecommissioningSatellite Decommissioning
(Oct. 18, 2007)(Oct. 18, 2007)

 Disable FDC rules (safety
protections).

 Discharge batteries and reset
max threshold to prevent
charging.

 Leave all computers in
“standby” mode (no command
processing).

 Leave load on bus.
 Turn off RF transmitter.
 [Go drink beer.]



Oct. 18, 2007Oct. 18, 2007



Thanks FUSE!
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One-Wheel ScienceOne-Wheel Science
PerformancePerformance

(M. Kaiser, H. Calvani)



Mission Totals by ProgramMission Totals by Program
TypeType

83.6 Msec executed science; 65 Msec in MAST (post-CalFUSE)



Final ReprocessingFinal Reprocessing

 5316/5743 FUSE observations
archived in MAST.
 287 “Do not archive” and 140 Misc

(I, M, and S) are still missing.

 2970 observations reprocessed
with CalFUSE 3.2  (~55%).

 “Level-Zero” Reprocessing for
~1 year of data also in
progress.

 Expect all reprocessing to be
complete by May 1, 2008.



MAST StatsMAST Stats



FUSE Web to MASTFUSE Web to MAST

FUSE info currently spread across several separate but related sites:
Home page, GI site, EPO site, even technical (SciOps) site.



FUSE Archival Web PresenceFUSE Archival Web Presence

 Will not/Should not just be a transfer of the current site(s) to MAST.
 Operations-related materials/tools mostly go.
 Proposal-related materials on GI page will go away.

 Target Audience(s) need to be clearly defined.
 Scientific archival users community.
 General public/general information about mission.
 Technical (operations) community.
 Education/Outreach community.
 Historical/mission archival aspects.

 Needs of these audiences will drive the content and format of the
interface.

 A JHU FUSE page linked into fuse.pha.jhu.edu will likely stay
active indefinitely, but will link to MAST site for all significant
information.



Archival DocumentationArchival Documentation
StrategyStrategy

 Initial plans to clean-up/patch-up existing documentation
have been scrapped.
 Too much material directed toward “knowledgeable” FUSE users

has crept into the documents over the years.
 Too much old, no-longer-relevant information is still included.
 Too much redundancy is present; not always clear where to direct

a user for desired information.

 Instead, we plan a clearer, streamlined interface, more
friendly toward a non-specialist audience.
 Two basic documents will become primary, one directed toward

instrument and instrumental characteristics, and one directed
toward data and data processing.
 Maintain as clean a break as possible between these two.

 Topical, menu-driven interface to get users to the information they
are looking for quickly.



Additional User SupportAdditional User Support

 Archiving of Mission Planning Schedule plots.
 24 hour per page plots showing observations in context of orbital

events. (PDF files, typically 7 days per file.)
 Will work with MAST to get pointers from overview plot page to

correct MPS file.
 User will have to find the correct page(s) with their observation.

 Archiving of SDOG/SDAF forms.
 These are semi-automatically generated observation

assessments, sometimes with hand-entered comments about
data quality at the bottom of the file (html format).

 They contain useful (but sometimes flawed) information (since
they are generated automatically).

 Trick is to supply sufficient info so that a user will know what to
use and what not to.



Other AudiencesOther Audiences

 Need to sort through Web materials and decide on
archival relevance to at least one of the target audiences.
 Not black & white in many cases.  Lots of materials in the gray

zone.

 General public, future PR
 Mission overview, science descriptions, high quality photos and

graphics.

 Technical Audience
 Links to technical hardware & operations papers, white papers,

additional instrument photos.

 Education and Outreach
 Need to maintain active links to NASA-cataloged materials.

 Historical info
 Mission status archive, science and development team info?



FOAC Help?FOAC Help?

 We will be developing the new site/interface with
the  MAST team over the coming several months,
and will be assembling drafts of the revised
documents.

 We will be looking for reviewers/testers of the new
site and materials as they are developed.
 Who on the FOAC would like to work with us?
 Should we be seeking input from the broader

FUSE community, and if so, what is the
mechanism?




